Abstract
Introduction

31
Soil organic carbon (OC) is a key property for soil function, soil quality maintenance, plant 2.1 for coarse-sand C, fine-sand C and clay + silt C, respectively. All the above literature 76 considered the single effect of MC or texture on the prediction of soil organic matter or OC.
77
The interaction effect of MC and texture fractions on prediction accuracy of OC and TN at 78 farm scale has not been studied so far. Accuracy of measurement under different 79 measurement conditions as affected by texture fractions and MC variation has not been 80 reported. Furthermore, to our knowledge, no reports studying these effects on models' 81 performance using spectra collected on-line can be found in the literature.
82
The objective of this paper is to understand and quantify the individual and interaction effects 83 of MC and soil texture on the performance of vis-NIR calibration models for the prediction of 
Soil samples
90
A total of 174 soil samples were used in this study. They were collected in summer 2009 91 from five fields on Silsoe Farm, UK ( Fig. 1) with variable soil texture and cropping (Table 1) .
92
The soils in these five fields are from the same mother material and have been subjected to The on-line vis-NIR sensor designed and developed by Mouazen (2006) was used (Fig. 2) 
138
The on-line sensor was used to measure five fields on Silsoe Farm in the UK ( The data set contained averaged spectra for each sample and was subjected to noise cut to 161 remove the noisy part of spectra on both sides, reducing the wavelength range to 371 -1900 162 nm. A 3-point (wavelength) average was applied in the visible wavelength range and 10-point 163 average was applied in the infrared wavelength range to reduce the number of wavelengths 164 and smooth the spectra. This was followed successively by Savitzky-Golay (S-G) smoothing, compared to the other pre-treatment options tested including mean and peak normalisation.
174
Spectra were then subjected to Savitzky-Golay first derivative (Martens and Naes, 1989) .
175
This method enables the first or higher-order derivatives, including a smoothing factor, to be 176 computed which determines how many adjacent variables will be used to estimate the 177 polynomial approximation used for derivatives. A second order polynomial approximation 178 was selected. The same pre-treatment was used for both OC and TN models, and was carried 179 out using Unscrambler 7.8 software (Camo Inc.; Oslo, Norway).
180
The pre-treated soil spectra of processed and fresh samples and the laboratory chemical from each field were used as prediction set (70 samples) ( Table 2 ). The calibration spectra 185 were modelled using a partial least squares regression (PLSR) with leave-one-out cross 186 validation using Unscrambler 7.8 software (Camo Inc.; Oslo, Norway). The resulting 187 accuracy is reported in Table 3 for the laboratory processed and fresh sample and on-line To distinguish and group soil spectra from each field, principal component analysis (PCA) 215 was carried out using raw soil spectra collected in the laboratory from fresh soil samples. is supported by the spectral pattern PC2 (Fig. 4b) spectra, which will potentially influence the soil vis-NIR measurement of soil properties.
227
To analyse the soil MC and soil texture effects on the soil vis-NIR spectra, the average and TN under both fresh soil conditions (Table 4 ) and on-line (Table 5) 
